
String Instrument Insurance 
 

The string family of instruments stems from a rich history that spans from ancient chordophones 

to the many modern staples of orchestras today. Whether you’re a seasoned touring performer, 

or simply enjoy collecting instruments, protect your prized possession, and insure your 

investment with string instrument insurance today. 

Our trusted advisers at Clarion Associates are here to help when the unexpected in life occurs. 

As a third-generation family-owned and operated business, we’re able to connect with you in 

ways large insurance agencies simply can’t. We work directly with you to map out your specific 

needs and customize a policy that’s right for you.  

 

Why String Instrument Insurance? 
Life happens, and when it does, you want to guarantee you’re properly prepared. Whether your 

instrument is lost, damaged, or stolen, string instrument insurance protects you against the 

unexpected. Our agents are here to help rapidly resolve your claim and get it repaired or 

replaced so that you can get back to focusing on your art. We work with a vast network of 

associations and dealers so that you can get the help you need when you need it, no matter 

where you are.  

Our customizable coverage gives you the flexibility to craft a policy to match your specific 

situation and needs. For musicians, we offer optional coverage so that you can protect your 

accessories and gear, even while out on tour. For recording artists, we can provide additional 

coverage to ensure your studio equipment is properly protected as well! 

 

Why Clarion Associates? 
For over 50 years, we’ve provided our clients with comprehensive and customizable coverage 

at competitive rates. We have spent the past 25 years focused on the needs of musicians and 

the broader music industry. We are an industry leader in music insurance, working with over 

13,000 musicians worldwide. Our agency has been endorsed and recommended by a host of 

renowned musical societies and associations for our exceptional, personal, and rapid service. 

We pride ourselves not only on the quality of our service but the value we provide to our clients 

as well. Reach out to us online, by phone, or in-person for a consultation today to see why 

Clarion Associates are the perfect choice to protect you. 

 


